
Relying on Tire Pressure Monitoring systems
could be dangerous

Checking tire pressure saves lives

TravelSafer, the developers of a
successful digital tire pressure gauge
highlight the short comings of car tire
pressure monitoring systems.

NEW YORK, USA, December 1, 2015
/EINPresswire.com/ -- For every 10-
degree temperature decrease, tire
pressure drops between one and two
pounds per square inch. Tire
manufacturers agree that drivers should
check their tire pressure at least once a
month. During the onset of winter
weather, this could not be more
important. 

Maintaining proper tire pressure is
essential to vehicle handling, gas
mileage, tire performance and load
carrying capabilities. Properly inflated
tires minimize risk of tire failure by
reducing tread movement and rolling
resistance, and increasing water
dispersion. 

Almost every vehicle has a built-in Tire Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS), however most people do
not realize that this is not a replacement for regular tire pressure checks. It’s a tool that can help alert
you when pressure is low, but a tire may drop well below proper inflation risking poor contact with the
road long before the TPMS warning light comes on. The TPMS light only comes on when the tire
pressure gets too low or too high.

Depending on the situation, the TPMS may not accurately transmit data to the on-board computer, or
may not accurately determine the tire pressures if multiple tires are losing pressure at the same time.

In hopes of encouraging people to regularly monitor their tire pressure, TravelSafer released their
digital tire pressure gauge earlier this year. With an illuminated nozzle and easy-to-read LCD display,
the TravelSafer Digital Tire Pressure Gauge improves car performance and helps drivers save money.

“We want drivers to feel safe and secure on the road.” explains a TravelSafer representative. “Our
digital tire pressure gauge consistently delivers accurate readings and can easily be stored in a glove
compartment or small bag. This is the perfect device for parents to provide their teenagers who might

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00SO4OVIQ
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be new drivers. It is important to get into
the habit of regularly monitoring tire
pressure, especially during the winter.”

After being released earlier this year, the
TravelSafer digital tire gauge has
received over 475 positive customer
reviews online. Many customers who
have purchased the product have left
detailed reviews raving about the
compact size, easy application and
safety benefits. The tire pressure gauge
currently has an overall average review
score of 4.8 out of 5. 

The TravelSafer Digital Tire Pressure
Gauge is sold with a 100% satisfaction
guarantee. To find out more information
about the importance of monitoring tire
pressure, visit their page directly
www.amazon.com/dp/B00SO4OVIQ
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